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A bouquet of flowers at the window
Création Baumann launches with „Delizia R“ a modern roller blind with a colourful bouquet of flowers for
living areas.
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Roller blinds have long been a common sight in office environments. With “Deliza R” Création Baumann
demonstrates how well these blinds are suited to living areas. The charming design assumes the look of a
picture at the window: The digital print brings the bouquet of flowers into the apartment. The poster like
motif on a white or an anthracite base is bold and jaunty, due to the slightly unusual flowers and leaves.
Only a second look reveals the abstracted pixel motifs and watercolour like runs in the naturalistic bouquet
of flowers. The textile novelty is available in roller blind widths of between 90 to 145 cm – thus the motif is
always displayed to best advantage. The contemporary roller blind combines beautifully with uni qualities
from the versatile Systems Collection.

The new collection of decorative roller blinds for the residential sector is supplemented with other floral
designs and contemporary stripe patterns. A series of unis in opaque and transparent options with a colour
palette that ranges from neutral tones to trendy greens, terracotta and blues round off the new products,
whose range of applications extend to large window expanses up to 300 cm in width.

Yet again, the Systems Collection from Création Baumann demonstrates the Langenthal based textile specialist’s creativity and innovation within the sector of interior shade systems and functional textiles. The new
products which will be launched this autumn for roller blinds, panels and vertical blinds will generate a good
ambience, not just in the contract, but also in the residential sector. They can be used to control heat and
to provide privacy and glare protection, in addition to awakening emotions.
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